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Bennett Adelson Counted Among Top Finalists for the 2010 Microsoft Application Infrastructure 

Development Partner of the Year 

Cleveland, Ohio — June 23, 2010 — Today, Bennett Adelson announced it has been selected as a 

finalist for the Microsoft Application Infrastructure Development Partner of the Year award 

category.  The Microsoft Partner Awards recognize Microsoft partners that have developed and delivered 

exceptional Microsoft-based solutions over the past year.  

 

Bennett Adelson is a strategic services partner that helps Microsoft’s core enterprise customers to 

envision, evaluate, implement, and deploy Microsoft technology successfully throughout their 

environment. Bennett Adelson has built a Microsoft Solution Center in Cleveland, which has become an 

important environment for companies that are planning large technology implementation investments.  

“This award recognizes the efforts of many teams throughout Bennett Adelson working very closely with 

our clients” says Nick Cicerchi, Sales Executive at Bennett Adelson. “We are a proud part of the 

Cleveland technology landscape and this international recognition is fantastic.”   

 

Awards will be presented in a number of categories, with winners and finalists chosen from a pool of 

almost 3,000 entrants worldwide. The Custom Development Solutions, Application Infrastructure 

Development Partner of the Year Award recognizes exceptional, innovative partners who provide highly 

customized solutions to support customers’ unique business practices, deliver one-off enhancements that 

enable customers to integrate existing systems with new technologies, or develop extensions to existing 

Microsoft solutions that customers may already employ.  

 

“Congratulations to the 2010 Partner Award finalists for delivering such creative and superior Microsoft 

solutions and services,” said Allison Watson, Corporate Vice President, Worldwide Partner Group, 

Microsoft Corp. “It’s incredible to see the level of expertise our partners continue to exhibit as they create 

and deliver innovative solutions and services to grow their businesses, meet customer needs, and drive 

down costs.”  

 

 

ABOUT BENNETT ADELSON 

 

Bennett Adelson is a managed Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio that 

provides business driven IT professional services, integrating Microsoft and related technologies. We help 

our clients deliver 'best in breed' technical solutions, with unparalleled Microsoft subject matter expertise. 

With the commitment to security and industry specific compliance, Bennett Adelson has helped solve 

some of the most complex problems with enterprise class solutions.   
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